Town of Concrete Water System

Water District Profile

Land area Owned: 2+ square miles
Number of Customers: 400 (approx) households
Waterline: 20-25 miles
Waterline: $45-50 per square foot

Location of Wells/ Pump Stations:
1. One spring gravity approximate value: $_____?
2. approximate value: $_______
3. approximate value: $_______

Critical Facilities (Owned by District):
1. 3 res. 500,000 gal total at 1.5/gal approximate value: $750,000

Outline of Area Served: Town limits and growth management area

Current and Anticipated Service Trends: Serve GMA in the near future

Natural Hazard Vulnerability Analysis Rating

This District is most vulnerable to the following natural hazards - ranked in order:
1. Slides
2. Flood/Dam Break
3. Volcano